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Student Worksheet B
Carmen’s Corner Episode 5: Advocacy

Word of the day

The word of the day is coraje, which means courage in Spanish. What does courage look like to you?  
Write or draw your thoughts below.

Who can you talk to?

Think of all the adults in your life you trust. Write down the people you might go to if you have a problem like 
bullying or something else you need to talk about. Think of people like your math teacher or coach and other 
adults who are around you outside of school. 

At school: Where I live: Other places:
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Define it! TELLING or TATTLING?
Telling is what we do to get help or protect someone. Tattling is when we talk to an adult just to get someone 
in trouble. Read the stories on the left, decide if the student talking to an adult is telling or tattling, then circle 
the word to the right of each story. 

Think about it

What can you do at your school to be a peer advocate, or a “Not-So-Secret-Agent of Change” like Brad?  
Write or draw your answer. 

“Speak up, reach out, and be a friend!”

José is walking to get some paper near the 
teacher’s desk when he trips over Alex’s chair. It’s 
an accident and Alex asks Jose if he is okay, but 
Jose yells, “Alex tripped me!” The teacher and the 
whole class hear it.

Is this:

TELLING  or  TATTLING

Monica is playing catch with her friend Tara at 
recess when Dante takes the ball from them and 
calls them mean names. He does this at least 
once every recess and it has been happening for a 
couple of weeks. Tara talks to the adult on recess 
duty about what is happening because she wants 
it to stop.

Is this:

TELLING  or  TATTLING

Tomás is passing a plastic cup of red paint 
to Ana when she turns and bumps his hand, 
spilling the paint all over Tomás. He yells, 
“OH NO!” and the teacher comes over. Tomás 
explains what happened. Ana apologizes and 
helps clean it all up.

Is this:

TELLING  or  TATTLING


